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MONOTONE ^-APPROXIMATION ON THE UNIT n -CUBE

RICHARD B. DARST AND ROBERT HUOTARI

Abstract. Let Û be the unit «-cube [0,1]", and let M be the set of all real-valued

functions on Q, each of which is nondecreasing in each variable separately. If /:

Q —► R is continuous, we show that there exists an (essentially) unique, best

L,-approximation, /,, to/by elements of M, and that /, is continuous.

For n > 1 let ß be the unit «-cube [0,1]". Let /x denote «-dimensional Lebesgue

measure on ß, let 2 consist of the /¿-measurable subsets of ß, and let L, =

Z-,(ß, 2, /j,). If x = (x1,...,x„) and y = (yx,.. .,y„) are elements of ß, we write

x < y if and only if x, < yt for 1 < / < n. A function g: ß -» IR is said to be

nondecreasing in each variable separately if x, y g ß and x < y imply that g(x) <

g(_y). Such a function is said to be nondecreasing if the following condition is also

satisfied: If x is in the boundary of ß, then g(x) = inf{g( >>): y > x] if x has a zero

coordinate, and g(x) = sup{g(y): y < x} otherwise. Let M consist of all nonde-

creasing functions. For/in Lx, let ¡ix(f\M) denote the set of all best L,-approxima-

tions to/by elements of M.

For n = I and / continuous, it was shown in [1] that there exists a unique best

Lj-approximation/j, to/by elements of M, and that/, is continuous. The purpose

of the present note is to generalize this result to the case where n is any positive

integer.

Our strategy includes the uniform approximation of / from above and below by

step functions. For convenience we will use the dyadic rational partitions of ß: For

k > 0 let TTk denote the set of all points in ß whose coordinates are rational numbers

with denominator 2k. The points of irk divide ß into a set of «-cubes {/(/)}, where

each i has the form i = (/',, i2,.. .,/'„). We will henceforth call an «-cube a cube. The

cubes {/(/')} are pairwise disjoint, and their union is ß: A cube in this collection

contains the set

(x, y] = {z:xl < zx <yx,x2 < z2 <y2,...,X„ < z„ < y„)

and any part of the boundary of (x, y) which intersects the boundary of Q.

We will also denote by mk the set of all such cubes. Let the cubes in ttu be partially

ordered by restricting the order < on ß to the set of all centers of cubes in irk.

Let IE denote the indicator function of a subset E of Í2, i.e., IE(x) = 1 if x 6 E

and IE(x) = 0 otherwise, and let Sk consist of all functions/: ß -> R which have the

form/= 2,T,Zy(;) where U,./(;') = ß.
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If/g Lx, then Lemma 3 in [2] states that ¡íx(f\M) ¥= 0 and, if/= sup/x,(/|M)

and/= inf ¡ix(f\M), then/and/are in ¡ix(f\M).

Lemma 1. Iff g Lx, then ¡x[f </</] = 0.

Proof. The proof of (8) in [2] can be easily altered to show that \i[gx < f < g2] = 0

for any pair of elements g, and g2 of ¡ix(f\M).

Lemma 2. /// g Sk, then f andf are (up to equivalence) also in Sk.

Proof. The argument for/is similar to that for/, so we give only the latter. For

each x in ß, let/*(.*) be the average value of /on the cube in irk which contains x.

Then/* g M n Sk. If / is a cube in mk and/ > /* on J, then

/ i/-/*i= //- (/* = f f-iij-r(x)

jj jj

Similarly, if / < /* on J, then /,|/ - f*\ < /y|/ - f\. Thus ||/- f*\\x ^ \\f - f\\x.

Since/e ¡xx(f\M), \\f - f*\\x = \\f - f\\x, so/* g nx(f\M). If/is not constant on

the interior of some cube in trk, then there exists a set of positive measure on which

/* > /, a contradiction. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.

The previous lemma shows that, for / in Sk, any discussion involving / and / is

essentially about best L,-approximation of a function whose domain is a finite,

partially ordered set. The following definitions will facilitate the investigation of this

finite problem.

We will say that J(i) and J(j) in Trk are adjacent if j =(ix,i2,... ,it_x,

i, ± 1, 'r + i,- • ■ ,'„) for some /, 1 < t < «. The union of a set of cubes is said to be a

component if, for any two cubes /(/') and /(/) in the set, there exist cubes

J(il) = J(i), J(i2),... ,J(im) = J(j) such that, for 1 .<*/ « m - 1, J(i') is adjacent

to J(i' + l). If g G Sk, let g(j) be the value of g on /(/). If J(i) and J(j) are any two

adjacent cubes, we will call |g(i) — g(/)| a jump of g.

Lemma 3. For any e > 0, /// G Sk and f has no jump greater than e, then neither f

nor f has a jump greater then 3e.

Proof. Suppose that/has a jump greater than 3e (the proof for/is similar). We

will derive a contradiction by constructing a pair of sets on one of which / has a

jump greater than e.

Suppose, without loss of generality, that

f(ix,i2,...,in) = 0

and

/(/, + l,i2,...,in) = 3e.
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Let

A = {j-Ji = hJi > i2,--'-Jn > '„and/(/) = 0},

B = {j-Ji = h + l.Za < h'-r-J* < '"« and/(y) = 3e]

A'=A u{(jl-l,j2,...,j„):j^B},

B' = Bu{(jx + l,j2,...,Jn):j^A},

A*=U{J(j):j^A'},

B*=U{J(j):j<^B'}.

Then p. A* = ¡xB*, and A* and B* each have exactly one component.

Since/ g ¡x1 (/|M) and there exists 8 > 0 such that the function/*, defined by

.   ,      if(x) + 8,    x£A*,
/*("c) " iff   \

\f(x), x€A*,

is nondecreasing, jtt([/^/] n A*)/p.A* > 1/2. Similarly, n([f > f] n B*)/p,B* >

1/2.
Since/has no jump greater than e, for each cube J(j) contained in [/ > /] n B*,

f(j\ ~ h }%■> ■ ■ • J„) > e- Thus f(j) < 0 for half of the cubes J(j) contained in A*,

and /(/) > e for the other half. Since A* has only one component, there exist

adjacent cubes /(;') and J(j) contained in A* such that /(/) = 0 and /(/) > e, a

contradiction. This establishes Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. For any e > 0, /// g Sk and fhas no jump greater than e, then f —f ^ 4e.

Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that A is a component of [/ —/ > 4e]. Let J(i)

be a minimal element of the set of cubes contained in A. If j < i and J(j) is not

contained in A but is adjacent to J(i), then/(/) — f(j) > 0. Since there are a finite

number of such7(7)'s, there exists 8 > 0 such that the function/* in Sk, defined by

f*(,)=f(i)-8,   f*(j)=f(j),      j*i,

is nondecreasing. Since there is no element of M L,-closer to / than / is, we must

conclude that/(z) >/(/'). Clearly, the same conclusion holds if J(i) is the smallest

cube in <nk. Similarly, if /(/) is a maximal element of A, then/(/') < /(/').

By Lemma 1 it is not possible that f(j) < f(j) < f(j) for any j. Since A is a

component, it contains adjacent cubes /(/) and J(j) such that J(i) < /(/), /(/') >

f(i), andf(j) < /(/)• By Lemma 3,/(/) > /(/) - 3e, so

f(i)>f(i)>f(i) + *£>f{j) + e>f(j) + «.

which contradicts the hypothesis.

Lemma 5. Suppose f, g g L,. If f < g, then / < g and f < g. For any constant c,

f + c = f + c and f + c = / + c.

Proof. The first statement is a particular case of Lemma 3 in [2], and the second

statement is transparent.
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Theorem 6. If f: ß -> R is continuous, then there exists a unique best Lx-approxi-

mation,f1, tofby elements of M, andfx is continuous.

Proof. Let e > 0 be given. Then there exists k = k(e) > 0 such that supx6//(x)

— infxe//(x) < e for every J in irk. Define/' in Sk by

/'(x) = SUp/(x), X^J&TTk,
x<eJ

and define/, similarly, with "sup" replaced by "inf. Since neither/, nor/E has a

jump greater than e, Lemma 4 implies that /,</, + 4e and /' < /f + 4e. By the

choice of/e and/c,/£ - e < / ^ ft + e, so Lemma 5 implies that

(i) /</7T7 =/e + £</e + 5e

and

(2) f> f'-e -/'-*>/'-St.

Thus / —/ < fe — fc + 10e < 10e. Since e was arbitrary, we see that p.x(f\M) is a

singleton.

For continuity, note that / < fe, so /, = / < fe and, similarly, fx ¿s /,. Since

neither/£ nor/e has a jump greater than e, Lemma 3 implies that neither/t nor/e has

a jump greater than 3e. By (1) and (2),/e - ft < 10e.

Let B be a ball in ß of radius 2~k~1. Then

sup/,(x) -  inf/,(x) < 13«e,

whence fx is continuous.
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